The only source of knowledge is
experience.
Albert Einstein

In fact, the Education Department of Hong Kong
requires students to allocate time to Other Learning
Experiences, which provides students with a broad
and balanced curriculum with diverse learning
experiences to foster whole-person development.
As with our predecessor companies, Suzzess once
again participated in the 2018 Job Shadowing
Programme in conjunction with St. Margaret’s Coeducational English Secondary & Primary School
(“SMCESPS”) in Kowloon, Hong Kong.

One of the five areas include Career-related
Experiences and Suzzess is pro-active to support
schools offering Job Shadowing Programmes.
Job shadowing allows a student to spend a few
days working in a professional environment in the
student’s chosen company, allowing the student to

St. Margaret’s
Co-educational

have the opportunity to experience what the job is
like.

English Secondary
& Primary School

The investigations industry is not common and not
one which is well known, the fact that there is a
“secretive” element makes us a popular choice

According to Grace Tam, Principal of SMCESPS,

every year. Some students join the Programme

it is hoped that the Programme can widen the

without any knowledge of what we do, but after

students’ perspectives, develop career

completion of the Job Shadow, eager to come

aspirations and equip them with the generic

back during holidays.

skills that they will need in an authentic
working environment.
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was a fun experience like something out of the
movies.
Suzzess practices Corporate Social Responsibility in
the categories of environmental efforts, ethical
labour practices and volunteering. Participating in
the Work Shadowing Programme fulfils our
company’s internal CSR policies.

Between the last week of June to Mid-July, several
Form 4 students dressed in formal attire, each
spent two days at the offices of Suzzess.
A mentor was allocated to each student and
various tasks assigned in different areas of our
business. These included conducting desktop
and database research, gaining an insight into
investigations, simple accounting and

Suzzess is a “boutique” firm headquartered in

administration.

Hong Kong, with the capability of offering high
quality investigations in Hong Kong, Macau and

After a spell in the office, the students were

China and through our strategic partners,

provided an opportunity to participate in a “mock”

throughout the Asia Pacific region.

surveillance operation. The Suzzess surveillance
manager provided an insight on what to wear,

Feel free to contact us at info@suzzess.com for

introduced our collection of covert recording

further information.

devices, note taking techniques, how to shoot
videos and photographs, how to identify targets,
movements and on documenting observations.
A target was subsequently arranged for the
students to follow and although the actual period
of surveillance was short, all the students agree it
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